





A hot debate on the 
reinstatement

























By Kimberly Lambe 
Spartan Daily Staff
 Writer  
The San Jose State 
University  Foundation 
has provided 
more
 than $319.000 
for  various 
expenses related to the 
home





 to information 
received by the 
Spartan Daily. 
S. Kent Gibson, executive
 director of the 
Foundation, 
said






ethical dilemma for the 
Foundation  regarding 










fund to help Caret 
pay for his 
$785,000 house in Monte Sacra), which the 
Foundation now co -owns. The house, which 
WAS built in 1994-95, is 3,769 square 
feet
 and 
sits on a plot of land that is more than half an 
ACM. 
Caret was also given $9,430, half of
 the
 
money needed to 
complete  a landscaping pro-
ject at the home, which included a 
sprinkler 
system, trees, shrubs and walkways. Gibson 
said the Foundation 
has  invested in several 
other improvements, including an air 
condi-
$319,000 used for housing, recreation
 
tioning unit 
and  shutters f6r the home he says 
is necessary for the president
 to properly 
entertain guests and conduct university busi-
ness. 
In May 1996, a $10,000 check from an 
overdrawn  Foundation account was used for a 
membership at the Silver
 Creek Country 
Club for Caret and his immediate family, 
including 
his  four children who are 
between
 
the ages of 11 and 17. 
According
 to Gibson, Caret is a member of 
the club in order 
to make contact with 
promi-
nem business execu-
tives in the area and 
further partnerships 
between the university and the community. 
Ile also said the reason the account was 
over-
drawn 
was  to ensure that the president could 
take advantage of the limited 
membership 
price of 
$10.000.  Membership at Silver 
Creek Country Club 
usually has an initial cost 





 time, Caro 
was  in Long Beach 
fire the CSU
 Board of Trustees meeting and 
could not be 
reached
 for comment. 
Drummers
 





























































Workshops for beginning to inter-
mediate  level will be held 
from 11 a.m. 
to 
12:30 p.m. 




level  will be 










 at 7:30 p.m. 
Admission  is 
$10. 
"We play 
a variety of 
traditional 
music  that 
is multi
-cultural,"  










music.  We 
also  talk 
about  
the culture,









music  at his 
concerts to 
which the 














said.  "They 
really  
enjoy
 it and have hits
 during the perlic
 
mance." 
Adzenyah is an 
author as well as an 
accomplished  
drummer.
 He has 
written many many books, such as "West 
African
 rhythm for drum set" and "Let 
your  voices be heard," a book on chil-





 he has  cut tapes and 
compact discs. His latest compact
 disc, 
"The new talking
 drums," features new 
pop 
drum  tunes. 
When he is not 





 resides in 
Connecticut.  He is a 
scholar at 
Wesleyan  University 
where  he teaches 
West African 
music  and culture. 
Adzenyah has 
lived in Connecticut 
for 28 years. He 
said  doesn't visit his 
homeland 
often  because it 
is too 
expensive. However,
 he still has family 
in Ghana. 
"Most drummers
 arc warm people 
with an 
infectious personality," said 
Micki Sever,
 publicity director for 
Silicon Valley
 Youth Conservatory 
which is 
sponsoring
 the event. "They 
are great to 
work with and are strong in 
spirit," Sever said. 
This is the 
last workshop and 
con-
cert Adzenyah 
will perform before 
he
 




 looking forward to 
perform-








 rehearses the 
royal  court music 
of
 the king 
of the Ashanti 
people
 of Central Ghana
 as music student




 ntrowa, an 
instrument  made 
from
 a gourd with 
connected shells
 added to the 
out-
side. Adzenyah
 will lead 
workshops  on 
Saturday at 11 
a.m, and at 2 
p.m. and will 
perform in 
the Concert Hall at 7:30 p.m. 
Left 
Adzenyah 
sets  up 
supporting
 drums to 








 and at right
 is an 
apentemma
 drum 
which  is 



















 a man 
inside




 lot at 
Seventh
 and 





























































vehicle's  path. 
The 
assailants  then 
proceeded, 
one 
on each side of the 
vehicle, to open 




 on the driver's side 
had a crowbar which he used around 
the victim's 
neck, intending to  
pry 
him out. 't he suspect 
on
 the passenger 
side shoved the victim in an attempt 
to help get him out
 
the driver's door. 




the uncooperative victim, managing 
to get $45 in cash, police said, before 
abandoning
 
the failed carjacking and 
escaping in the 
direction  of SJSU. 
An eyewitness followed the suspects 
from
 
the supermarket, losing sight of 
them near the 10th Street Garage. 
The witness contacted a motorcy-
cle patrol officer who happened to be 
nearby and gave the officer 
the  last 
known location of the assailants. 
Police scaled 
the garage and %I...imbed 
it floor by floor to locate the robbers, 
but the su.spots eluded capture. 
Sgt. Bob Beams, San Jose 
Police  
Department spokesman described the 
first suspect as 
a 2t1 -year -old black 
man who is 6 feet I inch tall and
 230 
pounds. He has a bald or shaved head 
and was wearing
 a dark baseball cap. 
black or brown checkered 
pants, dark 
coat and black
 tennis shoes. 
Suspect
 two is described AS a black 
man,
 approximately 5 feet II inches 
tall 
and 180 pounds. lie 
as long hair, a 





-up  shin, 
dark
 pants and white tennis
 shoes. 



















 in the SJI'D 
Robbery 
Unit At 277-4106
 or report 
clues anonymously
 to the Crime 
Strippers  }Iodine at
 947-7867. 
Also, police say, 




locking  the car 
doors  while in 
their  
vehicles
 and keeping 
windows  trilled 
up in areas where 




need  to stay 
aware









exiting  and entering 
their  vehicle in 
unfamiliar
 areas and 
securing their cars 
whenever  they leave 
them 
unattended.  
The $10,000 was taken 
from a $40,000 to 
$50,000 community relations fund given to 
the president annually to pay for expenses
 
related to advancing 
the mission of the uni-
versity, Gibson said. 
"This 
fund  has been provided to presidents 
at this university 
for at least the last 20 to 30 
years," Gibson said. 
The university's and foundation's
 missions 
parallel each other in 
that both aim to identi-
fy sources of funding for educational
 pro-
grams and grant projects, support
 student 
involvement and 
activities and create partner -









Committee won't endorse 
Redesign Task Force 
plan 
By Devin Fehely 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
At its final 
meeting  Wednesday, 'the Academic 
l'riorities Steering Committee 
voted not to endorse the 









liminary recommendations to include a section 
which 
outlines its 
stance  on the Redesign Task Force 
report.  
the section praises the Redesign
 work but suggests that 
additional discussion
 and debate is needed before any 
plan  is adopted. 
"... While the Final 
Report of the Redesign Task 




 the Steering Committee 
sloes 
not  endorse any specific configuration," the 
motion reads.
 
The Steering Committee's 
decision comes at a time 
of growing 
disenchantment  and dissatisfaction with the 
Redesign Task Force plan. Thc Steering 
Committee 
solicited input on its 
preliminary recommendations as 
well as the final report of the 
Redesign
 Task Force. The 
Steering Committee 
has received a number of alterna-
tives to the Redesign report. 
See 











 Staff Writer 
Jeffrey 





































 from both 
presidential 
candidates,  the 
hoard





































as Well AS 
his  wish for 
an injunction
 on the 
elec-
tion. 
The  flier 
made
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Spring Break 
The
 Spartan Daily 
will not be 
published 
Friday  
or during Spring 
Break.
 The next 
issue 
will be 
published April 1. 
Alb 
San




























 Bill Clinton's decision to certi-
fy Mexico as a 
cooperative partner in 
the 




 willingness to 
ignore concerns 
about  rampant corruption 





 of the resolution rightly point 
out  that decertification would
 require 
imposing  trade sanctions certain to slow a 
profitable  stream of U.S. 
exports  to Mexico. 
However, a 
bipartisan  coalition in 
Congress is challenging




long-term  interest in purg-
ing drug 











The U.S. adopted a 
certification process 
in 1986 to 
evaluate
 





American efforts to 
eradicate drug smug-
gling. Congress
 refuses financial and
 techni-
cal aid to 
countries  denied 
certification.  
Requests
 by decertified 
countries
 for loans 
from 
international  organizations
 such as the 
International Monetary Fund 
and the World 
Bank are met with a U.S. veto 
as well. 
To secure U.S.
 certification, Mexican 
officials
 have worked hard 
the last couple of 
Guest 
Editorial  
months to conceal corruption charges. In 
February, President 
Ernesto Zedillo's drug 
czar, 




was working for the 
nation's leading narcotics cartel. 
More evidence of corruption among 
Mexican drug agents turned up. Just days 
after Clinton certified Mexico, the Zedillo
 
government acknowledged that a 
top money 
launderer was released without charges from 
a Mexico City police station. Mexico's exec-
utive branch
 













public  officials, anti
-drug  officers, 
judges, federal and state 
police.  
The
 U.S. needs 
to do more 
to reduce 
demand  for illegal 
drugs, but most 
of the 
cocaine and marijuana





 Mexican drug traffickers




year  and give out as 
much as $6 bil-
lion 
in bribes to Mexican drug 
agents. 
The 
House  of 
Representatives




in the Senate is expected to 


























































































University  of 
Minnesota via U -Wire.
 
ROTC back






threat of losing $9 
nullion  in federal funds 
has 
forced San Jose 
State University 
President  Robert 
Caret to 
back
 off his previous 
stance and allow 
flit. Reserve 
Officer  Training Corps 
Program  back onto 
the SJSU 
campus. 
What  SJSLI needs 
to do now is 
pursue
 a suit against 
the government
 which 





Amendment  is 
being




 the backward 
thinking 
of the
 military in 
order  to have 
the
 benefits of 
federal  
funding. 
Caret  had little 





 him to 






stood by some 




College  campuses 
have  his-
torically been 
places  where 
there is an 
at mosphere of 
aCCeplallt  t. The 
11.S. Military,  
with its
 "Don't Ask, 
Don't 
Tell"  policy has 
shown that 
they 
are  in the 
Dark  Ages 
When  it 
conies to acceptance
 in 




 in 1994 
because
 of the 
Knight 
military's
 stance on 
gays with-
in its ranks. 
This 
was  a move 
that
 made students,
 taLulty and 
members
 of the university
 community 
proud.  SJSU was 
standing tip 
to the military 
and the 11.S,  
government  and 
saying, "Your way




 eptable in this day
 and age." 
We were taking 
the  position that 
tolerance  and 
accep-
tance
 of those 
different  from 
the majority 
is the way 
things should




was  slit king 
with
 its policy 
of


























 is to solve
 the real problem:
 the mil-
itary's





















Marines  who get 






 These are 









 iii elms those




 standards set 





has proven that 








It's time for 
the military to 
accept  that gays are 
pro -
din  iiye 
members
 in any arena  
including the 
military. 
iays have been 
active in the 





 and the 






 have to look 
AS ii we base 
011r 
print iplc's on the 
all mighty 
dollar.  The 
Solomon  
Amendment
 is a 
sneaky way 
for  the 
military
 to force 
open minded 
university 
campuses  into 
backing
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the 
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increases  blame 
Jam



















Admittedly, I do not have 
fast hand knowledge of the SIM-
anon. All my information has 
come 










Having served with 
hun a.% a 





















achieve his goals. 
Perhaps I ant 















 broke any rules
 in making 
the now 






 must be aware of 
how these 
implications at this 
stage of his 
political  careen could 
adversely affect 
his  polit  IC al 
hopes. Fie no doubt knows that 
an obvious cover up attempt 




































































































Academic  Senate 
decided to get
 rid of 
ROTC  
because






















tions.  Talk 
about
 guilty by 
LISSOCIation.  
Did the university






 she supports the 
"Don't  
Ask, 
Don't  Tell" policy? No. 
Many ROTC members go on to serve 
in
 the armed 
forces  they are the future of the military.
 They are 
the ones who
 are going to influence the policies and 
accepted 
behaviors  of those in the military. 
There 
are homosexuals at SJSU as there are in the 
military.
 And like in the military, some homosexuals are 
"out of the closet" and 
others  are still  for whatever 
reason  hiding
 in it. College is a place 
where  people 
can he themselves or even find 
themselves. 
Exposure to students 
and professors who are 
openly  
gay could change the views of ROTC 
members  who 
agree with the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell"  policy. 
It could convince them that gay people aren't freaks 
of nature out to convert the 
masses  but human beings 
with 
dreams  and goals just like the rest of us. That 
enlightened attitude would be taken 
with them when 




 ask each and every ROTC 
mem-
ber to divulge their sexual preferences? 
No. If it had, 
maybe it would have learned that
 some members are gay 
and are trying
 to change the military's "Don't Ask, 
Don't 
Tell"  mentality from 
within.  
If the university had carried out
 its original plan to 
phase 
out ROTC, these 
students



































































































































































 he is a savvy 
plink
 Ian I find it hard 
to believe 
FIC w,miu fri 
intentionally  take such
 
a 
risk against his tiltunate goals. 
Yes. A mistake 
was  definitely 
made. By refusing to accept 
responsibility,
 Simmons and 
the 









the others should apologize 
for 
their mistake. Perhaps then we 
can put 
the  issue to rest. 






lives  of youth 
f,
 -Making gun control laws 
more stringent." I. Amy 




must  agree that there 
needs to be stricter gun control 
laws
 and some parallelism among 
the 
states. 
Some  laws have bumps 
that need 
to be leveled. 


































ment,  for 
hunting  and 
for  firearm 
safety training."











 to use a 
firearm for 






hands  of 
our  children






































































 of our 
youth  may 
be given a 
chance 


























l'he I utheran 
Student




from 1 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. at the 











kids  to hunt for eggs 
'sigma 
Lambda  Bela and 






for  the children at Si,
 
Frances
 Gulland Child Care 
Center. The hunt 
takes  
place at 10 a.m. at St.













Delta Sigma Pi R:o-ed
 Professional Business 
Fraternity) is 
having an event, "Careers
 in Public 
Accounting" 
at
 8 p.m. at the Guadalupe 
Room in 
the Student Union. For more 
details call Mike 
linden at 
378-2034.  
Last day to sign 
up
 for softball 
and indoor
 soccer 
day is the last 
day  to 
sign
 up for 
softball  and 
indoor soccer trams. A.S. Campus Recreation
 offers 
men's, women's and co-ed
 teams. Sign up at the 
Business Office or call Mike Euglow at 924-6266 for 
details. 
Safer sex during Spring Break 
Peer F.ducation prewnts, "Safer sex during 
Spring 
Break," from
 10 a.m. to 3  p.m. at the Art Quad. 
Call  
924-6119  for more  information. 
Kappa Delta hosts 
Pedal-a-thon 
Shamrock  Project's annual 
Pedal-a-thon  by 
Kappa Delta 
sorority
 is being held at the
 Kappa 
Delta house at 278 S. 10th St. It ends
 at 5 p.m. and 
the 
barbecue
 starts at 5:30 p.m.
 Contact Renee 





meets  today 
Alliance is having a meeting from 
3:30 p.m. to 5 
p.m. at the Guadalupe 
Room in the Student 
Union.  
For more information 
call  (408) 998-3336. 
Child 




I he ( luld Development 
Club is having a meet-
ing from 
3:30  p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
at
 CCB 118. Meet 
people in your
 major and learn 
valuable
 intormai ion. 
Contact
 Dawn
 Halt at 924-3728.
 
Chicano Commencement 
A general meeting will be 
hcld
 at 6 p.m. in the 
Chicano 
Library
 Resource Center. For more infor-
mation, contact Adrian 
Rodriguez  at 924-6257. 
Join the party 
I he Jewish Student Union is having a Purim 
Party at 7 p.m. Call 
Kinnerette
 at 
358-3636  ext. 54 
for more information. 
Attend daily mass 
Catholic Campus Ministry invites you
 to daily 
mass from 12:05 p.m. 










Dive into the 
Scuba  Club 
I he Scuba Club (Spartan Dive (lub) will be 
meeting to discuss an upcoming
 dive at noon in SPX 
Call S0111'.1 I'm-







A.S. Program Board 




 by Mcserak 
Ramsey
 at 7 p.m. in the 
Student Union
 Ballroom. For 
more  information, 








 Guild will hold a 
workshop 
from 
April 1 through 
April  4 in HOE 
Contact  
Mike Bolton at (408)
 297-9099 for 
more inform., 
lion. 
Come  to turtle
 bowl 
Ise holding the Turtle Bowl at 
4 
p.m.
 at Williams Street
 l'ark. Call Sara 
Ballesteros at 





 Nutrition and 




Nutrition  Month from 
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
outside  the Student 
Union  Cafeteria. 
For  more 
details,  call 
Husna  Hashmi 
at (510) 
796-3073  (Sr 
Marty Wilson at (408) 252-3544. 
Students  hold 
Jum'ah  Prayer
 







lum'ah prayer Friday from 1 


















)11Ip  will hold a 
workshop Friday at 2 (0 p.m. in the Almaden Room 
in the Student











 . IN has nig an 
Greek social at 7 p.m., open s emote. There will 
be
 free music and food in the 
'student
 Union Musis 
Listening 




 about the beauty and 
people of South Dakota 









Sean Werner as he speaks about South Dakota.
 The 




Jose Institute (66 South Seventh
 Street). Call 286-
3313
 
and  ask 
for Paul. 
Spanish Club offers 
free 
tutoring 
tic oho I lispinico is offering, "Encuentros cul-
turalcs," 
discussions  and free 
tutoring
 at 12:30 p.m. 
to 2 p.m. 
The  event is held at Council 
Chambers  in 
the Student 
Union. Para mas 
inforniation  call 
Professor 










 es will be oliesing 
Cay, 
Lesbian and Bisexual
 Support (Iroup on 
Friday
 from 












Akhayan  Club is 
iij; a 
practice dance 






For  more 
information
 leave a message on 
the
 Akbayan voice 





















A ly.tIN% \ IN 
11,1:11  At 
924-5910.
 
Discussion group on race, sex, 
class and gender 
Ihc 
Women's  Resource Center is holding a dis-
cussion group to dispel myths and stereotypes. The 





p.m.  at 






Women's Support Group meets 
today 









 222B. Contact 











have Professor Larry 
Hickman
 speak. .1-hc lecture 
will he held in the Pacheco Room 
in the Student 
Union. Contact Professor Williamson at 924-1317 
for more information.  
Enjoy the Gallery Show displays 
I lie School
 of Art and Design will be 
displaying  
their works today.




Listen  to great music 
I isiening 1 lour presents the "Sunrise String 
Quintet" from 12:30 
p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the Music
 
Building Concert Hall. Call





lealili Education is hosting a campus -wide 
caster egg hunt today 
and Friday, all day. Call 
Abigail Lopez at 924-6203 
for more information. 
Participate
 in the EOP honors 
reception 
.1 he deadline to R.S.V.P. for 
Student 
Devlopment Services'
 FOP Honors Reception is 
Friday, March 
21.  The reception will be 
held  in the 
Student Union Loma
 Pricta Room. Call 924-2575. 
Compiled by Tricia Herrera 
Spartan 
Daily  Staff Writer 
Students simulate 




Daily Staff Writer 
, San Jose State University students 
will tackle 
the complex task of trying 
to balance the state budget At the 
"Eureka! California's Budget 
Balancer" 
workshop  on Friday in the 
SJSU Student Union Umunhum 
Room. 




SJSU and Thc 
Center
 for California 
Studies, 
an institute of California 
State University,
 Sacramento. 'Elie 
whole day event will start at 8:30 a.m. 
and will allow key 
individuals and 
community leaders imitate the steps
 
involved in 
crafting  the annual state 
budget. 
"Eureka
 will be a simulation
 of the 
decisions the 
legislature  needs to 
face," said 
'Terry Christensen,
 chair of 
the 
SJSU political science 
department  
What's 
a four letter word 
for
 Barks? 





































 r H  





 " urcka" 
is a computertml 
sum
 
ulation of the stale 
budget. with a $3.5 
billion budget gap. 
loaded 
into laptop 
computers. Players are 
divided 
into teams of 
seven to nine people 
and 
charged
 with bed. 
"Eureka will be a simulation 
of the
 decisions the 
legislature needs to face." 
- Terry Christensen, SJSU political 
science 
chair  
ncing the budget. 
Over 70 people are expected to 
attend the event, with 1/3 of the 
par-
ticipants being students. I he rest of 
the players will be composed of facul-
ty. c ortununity activists and city lead-
ers. Li ouncilman David Pandori is 
expected to be  at the event. 









Legislative Analyst's Office, the 
Department of Finance and the 
legislature during 
negotiations on the 
1994-95 state budget. 
his will he 
the first time any-
body has done something like  this." 
Christensen said. 
The project is 
funded by a grant 
from the William and Flora Ilcwlett 
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campuses  through 
June
 1998. 











the event end is the "pronl  
type- of I he program. 
'Om goals arc to edit, al, 
California 
communities  akin' thi 
state budget












( 'Immense', said lie hopes the sin 
dents whir parti, 
ipair 
will  le.an 
about  
the choices  and  
ii miusm 
Lim!. 11,41 goy 
ernment offic 
ials  tai 
C'ty-C), Medl-Cal 
Welcome 






































Time  to Start Your Career at SAP! 
We need Developeis who thrive on pl/Shif19 the envelope, going beyond
 the ordinary and making an impact Our inno-
vative R/3
 
client/server solutions ore the state of the art in business
 applications 
with
 products ranging from 
Manufacturing, Distribution, Financial and Human Resources. 
What
 does this mean for you? Endless possibilities And the chance to stand out in an environment
 that values ingenuity, 
creativity and the courage it takes to make it all happen 
We now hove immediate openings
 for bright, beginning Developers who aren't afraid to 
think  out of the box If you 
have 3 years or less experience
 and the desire to jump start your career, then contact us today about 
being  a part of 
SAP's  unique 
team
 
SAP offers great benefits including
 a very attractive solaty and bonus plan, 3 weeks paid vacation,
 profit sharing and 
40100 Co ops and internships rue also available Rush 
your  resume to Recruiting Manager/N/0H, SAP Technology 





 john marguez@sap ag de 























Upcoming entertainment events 
Friday 
The Godfather 
In honor of its 25th anniversary, "The Godfather" will be re-released 
on Friday in select Cities. It is one oldie most acclaimed movies of all time 
and winner of an Academy Award for best picture. It hosts 
an all-star cast 







 is a controversial and graph-
ic movie. It brings the idea 
of people's cars as an extension of their sexu-
ality, both 
physically  and psychologically. The connection 
between brutal 
car crashes and torrid scx is the plot 
of
 this film. It stars lames Spadcr and 
Holly Hunter. 
Liar,  Liar 
A son's
 birthday wish that his
 father has to tell the truth
 for 24 hours 
comes  true in `Liar. Liar" 




adaptation  of the late T Onus singer 
Selena's  life. 
Selena, a rising
 star, was tragically gunned 
down by an ASSOCIate on March
 
31, 1995. Jennifer Lopez plays Selena







It stars two of 
Hollywood's
 most popular leading 
men, Brad Pitt and 
Harrison Ford. They 
play opposites who go about 
seeking  peace and jus-






This comedy stars Marlon Wayans and Kadcem Hardison about two 
brothers and their dreams of making




A comedy about two girls from
 the 'hood who end up being manic in 
a millionaire's 
home.  It stars I lalle Barry. 
Upcoming events 
Rudy Galindo
 to sign 
new 
book 
U.S. National and World Champion 
ice skater Rudy Galindo will be 
signing 
his new book Saturday from 1 p.m. to 3 
p.m.  at the Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. Main Library. The 
event  is free and his book will be avail-
able fin 
purchase. All proceeds go to the New Biblioteca Latinoamericana.
 
Luv at Bella 
Mia's  
Bella Mia's
 I /inner 'Eheater presents The 
Fabulous
 Bud E. latv Show 
on Saturday,
 Mardi 29 at 7 p.m. 
The  Dinner and Show is 
$49  per per-
son.
 Call Christine Marie at (408) 
280-1993  for reservations and infor-
mation. Bella MiA is 
located
 at 58 South First Street in San Jose. 
Anna Christie 
San  Jose Repertory Theatre 
presents  2 humorous, gritty saga 
by
 
Eugene O'Neill. It runs 
through  April 6 at the Montgomery 
Theater,  
times
 vary call 291-2255












smoothie  or 
toffee
 drink 
when  you 

































































969 Park Avenue  San Jose, CA 95126 
408.293.7660























Scott Apel, author of Killer B's, mocks
 his own performance in his B -movie, 
"Almost  Hollywood." 
Tliersday,  
PHOTO
 BY R. W. BRADFORD  
Spartan  Daily 
Attack





Spartan Daily Features Mime 
Is
 it too 
often that you go into a 
video rental store intending to 
rent the latest blockbuster 
only  to 
see that all copies of it Is lye been 
rented? With your hopes smashed, 
you look bewilderingly At the long 
rows of shelves stocked
 with illoyies
 
you know too little about to risk cin-




 by Scott Apel, a for-
mer San Jose Mercury News video 




Killer B's' is devoted to the idea 
that 50 percent 111 people leave video 
stores empty-handed. A 
statistic
 that 
hasn't changed in 10 years." said 
Apel, 46. "(Patrons walk 11110 a video 
store) looking for the Isig,gest block-
busters  not finding thens - they 
have no idea what else tss rent so 
they walk out. 'Killer Ws  IS I -or those 
people.l.he will never have to leave 
a video store without A terrific film." 
the 1973 Santa (lira University 
psychology 
alumnus  draws on Isis 20 




 for "Killer B's: The 237 Best 
Movies on Video You've (Probably) 
Never Seen." (1997, 'Ihe Permanent 




"They're fabulous, little films that 
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et or discover some
 little movie that's 
just a fabulous 
movie  that noboby's 
ever heard of before."
 Apel said he'd 
discover so many arcane films on 
video that a couple 
times  
a.year  he'd 
write in his column the top five 
movies that should be seen despite 
anonymity. 
Apel has compiled 237 buried 
treasures that he's isolated into gen-
res as they are 
categorized
 in video 
stores:
 action/adventure,  comedy, 








B tnovies that are 
just about as good as 
anything else that's
 
out  there but
 just 
don't get the publis 
ity. the distribution. 
the advertising, Ilse 
exposure that $20, 
$50, 
$100  million 
movies get," Apel 
said. "These ATC 
small films that ATC 




videos to his made-
Apel stayed away from franchises, 
like the "Batman" and the "Star 
Trek" epics, though he does list the 
"Evil  Dead" trilogy by Sam Raimi, 
particularly
 "Evil Dead II" and 
"Army of Darkness." 
"Killer B's" can be used as a video 
renter's handbook. The concise, one -




 while browsing 
the shelves. 
Ape, said his original plan was 
to 
recommend a thousand 
movies but 
that plan would take too long.
 
He 
then tried for 365 for every day of 















tainment." aren't exactly 
movies but they're 
documentaries  






the media's trend to  create com-
pound  words like "intistainnsent," 






Atomic. (:afe,"  about
 





about  pseudo -innovative  




 left out (en Mil films that 
might have been a buried treasure 
had they not acquired "cult" status 
like "Blade Runner" or " I lie Rocky 
I loom Picture Show." 




 mostly lists 
movies produced after 1980. Only 
A 
few are made prior. 
be too expensive to 
publish the way he 
wanted to write his 
book. 
Apel said he's want-
ed write a video 
book 
for about If) years. He 
had written three video 
books
 but they were 
either rejected by pub-
lishers or Apel's take 
on 
A videos WAS already 
done.  
"Finally, I decided: 
'What do I know best? 
What do I like best 
and what's small 
enough that 
'lime/Warner
 won't publish 
a book 
on it?' And I realized it's buried trea-
sures."  
"SO I resorted to an odd but 
funny -sounding number that doesn't 
really mean anything but it's fun to 
say. Two -hundred and thirty-seven." 
Apel said another way he came to 
237 was that he intended  to write a 
300 -page book. When he 
isolated 
the pages reserved for indexes and 
introduction+,  he had about 237 
pages lett 
to fill. 
In addition to the reviews, Ape' 
includes a "Don't Bother" list. Hem 
Apel warns readers away from sup-
posedly 
life -wasting viewing. Some 
he hits are "The Adventures of 
Buckaroo Banzai," "Even Cowgirls 
Get the Blues," and "Zorn), the Gay 
Blade." 
PIZ  





1,1 the San 1.4. 
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Videologist: The Awakening 
When Apel was 3 years 
old  he 
watched a television 
show.  Gee,' I 
thought. "I really wish I could watch
 
that again,"
 Apel said. "1 really .  
wished there was a machine or some-
thing that would let
 me see that 
again." 
Apel said he spent 
most  of his 
childhood before a television screen 
waiting for reruns of his favorite 
shows. "When video
 was invented I 
was the happiest boy on Earth. It 
was like getting a pony for 
Christmas." 




1978.  The 
RCA 
Sclectron
 went on sale for $1,000 
dollars at J.C. 
Penny's. Apel's moth-
er was
 a store employee who was 
entitled 




 edits and publishes 
through the 
Permanent  l'ress, which 
lie owns. Apel 
has published three 
nonfiction 
books  under this press, 
two of which 
he edited. 
"Philip K. Dick: The Dream 
Connection" is an anthology of the 
science fiction
 writer's material, 
including a formerly unpublished 





"Chaos  & Beyond: The Best 
of
 
Frajectories"  is another anthology
 of 
material 
from the first 10 issues of 
"Trajectories,"  a newsletter 
that Ape' 
publishes  with esoteric 
writer Robert 
Anton  Wilson, author
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analyti-
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Former 
members
 of Santana, Michael Shrive 
(drums), Michael Carabello (congas)
 and Neil Schon (Guitar) smooze







































 their self -titled debut
 album 
marks the reunion of 
the original Santana 
band members 
with  one notable exception: 
Carlos 
Santana.  
The band, comprised of vocalist/key-
boardist
 Gregg Rolie, guitarist 
Neil  Schott, 
conga player
 Michael Carabello, 




got  together on 
Tuesday
 at San 
Francisco's  Rock 
Gallery. 
They 
were  there to 
celebrate
 the release of 













 success with the pop
-rock band 
Journey,
 a drastic 
musical  style 
change  from 
Santana. 
"There's  no 
comparison,"
 Robe said 
about
 his experiences with
 Journey and 
Santana. "This
 is so much funncr 
because its 




after, but this music 
(Santana)  is my 
Mots." 
l'he
 album's release liMICas
 
.1 
bit  Of a sur-
prise to Schon, 
who found out about it in an 
ad in "Billboard Magazine." 
"This record 
was  completed almost two 
years
 ago," said Schon, 
who went on to work 
with Rohe in 
Journey
 after their days togeth-
er in Santana.
 "We played 
sonic  shows, but 
we couldn't get 
anything  going at the time." 
The
 entertainment 
company,  Miramar 
Productions, 





 year and decided 
to release the album,
 
which 
hits record stores 
on March 25. 
"It's a great album," said Tom Mehren, 
National 
Marketing
 and Sales Manager for 
Miramar. "We're 
trying
 to make records for 
the 21st Century, and 
it's records like this 
that are going
 to take us there." 
The album may not take
 listeners into the 
21st 
Century, but it will make
 you nostalgic 
for the infectious
 Latin rhythms of vintage 
Santana. The album 
starts off shaky with the 
overly -long "Boom Ba 
Ya Ya" and has a song 
so fluffy that it sounds like a Journey reject 
("Don't Give 
Up").  Besides that, it has just  
the right mix
 of Latin percussion and hard' 
driving
 guitar and keyboards, 
to keep this 
project from drowning. 
When they stick to their Latin
-based
 
roots, Abraxas Pool is irresistible. Songs 
like 
"Baila Mi Cha-Cha" and "Guajirona" blend 
the infectious Latin percussion with occa-
sional group chanting of the songs' title so 
well that it's likely to get stuck in your head 
long after you
 
hear it. Particularly 
"Guajirona," a song that is similar to and 
every bit as catchy as "Oye Como Va." 
Robe  is a serviceable vocalist and a stellar 
Itcyboarclist, but it's Carabello and Schon
 
that give Abraxas Pool 
its defining sound. 
Carabello's fierce conga work shines on "Ya 
Llego," "Guajirona," and an update of the 
Santana classic, "Jingo." Carabello calls him-
self "a small piece of a puzzle," but he means 
much more than that to Abraxas Pool. 
While they have produced an album 
that's every bit as audibly pleasing as any of 
the three albums
 
they recorded with Santana, 
it's unlikely that Abraxas Pool will stay 
together long enough to become the force 
that Santana was. Schon got tired of waiting 
for the record labels to notice Abraxas Pool, 
so he got back together with his old Journey 
band -mates last year and has other side pro-
jects as well. 
"I just finished a double solo record today 
that I've been working 
on for the last four 
months," Schon said. "It's all instrumental 
and it sounds like it's coming from all over 
the world," Schon said. He added that he 
may engage in a solo tour this summer and a 
Journey tour within the next year, once 
Journey lead singer Steve Perry recovers from 
hip surgery. 
"I had to move on," Schon said about his 
decision to try other
 things following the 
recording of "Abraxas Pool" two years ago. "I 
had to get some things happening for myself. 
I have a 





 into theatres 
By Larry 
Hernandez 





 to India 




 and all you
 
et is a 
packet of peanuts 
for a 
light desert,








 way to 
see  the land 






watch  "Kama 
Sutra." 
This 








the  16th 
century













 of the 
lives  of 
two women 
and two men







between  a 
princess  
of a local 
kingdom
 and 
her  maid. 
And 
of course,






one and the 
ugly 
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"Kama  Sutra" 
explores  the 





cism is nothing like we 
see 
now.  My view is 
influenced  by an 
element
 of mystery," Nair said. 
"My  
work is sensual  
all  the more because 
I leave 








Story of Love," 
it portrays four 
different  
situations of 
love and in the end 





 The irony of 
the movie is, it is 
filled 
with  the many 
sensual
 gestures and 
feelings 
of erotic love 
yet it 
is
 only a surface 
emotion
 not a deep-
rooted one. 
The 
metaphor  is 
all too 
clear  in the 
movie.  All 
her  life 
Maya had




 now lara 
had 
to
 live with a 
man that 
Maya  has 
used. 









has changed in soci-
ety 
today,  history 
keeps repeating itself. 
There  is more to 
the plot. Maya is 
expelled from the 
kingdom 
for  commit -
Review 
titig adults ty and finds 
herself in the hands
 of a 
sculptor who intro-
duces her 
to discs'  
instructor




mentor by explaining the 
concept of Kama 
Sutra  whic h is to 
love not 




 and your sexual 
desires. 
Maya falls for the 
sculptor, Jai, 
PHOTO COURTESY TRIMARK 
PICTURES  
Servant  girl Maya prepares foe the 
night  ahead 
United Artists
 Pavilion 8 
Theaters 
201S
 2nd St Downtown 
Sd toffs 5,60) 
277-0114
 
New Student Discount! 
$5.00  with 
valid ID 
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 7dam a week 
who rejects her love and is ironically 
put to death under the feet of an ele-
phant by the 
King.  King Vikram, 
who is in love 
with  Maya, is rejected 
by her and in turn abuses
 his wife 
Tara.  
In the end no 
one wins in the 
game of love. Maya moves away to 
another place, the king and princess 
fall into the hands of 
the  enemy and 
Jai faces 
death. 
Aromatic infusions are 
made 
throughout the movie and there are 
six sex scenes for which 
Nair had to 
light 
the ("ensorship Board in India. 
The 'ramie is intense and if you 
blink you could probably miss an 
important scene. Be 
prepared
 to take 
a journey into the exotic 
kingdom of 
India and watch every scene careful-
ly. 
The movie is about an hour and a 
half long and is currently playing at 
Camera 1, in 
downtown  San Jose. 
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By 'Meta Herrera 
Spartan
 Daily Staff Writer 
If
 you want to see drama, comedy 
and some skin, check out "Below 
the Belt." It is a futuristic, 
comedic play by Richard Dresser 
about three men in the workplace. 
The play touches on the absurdi-
ties in the workplace like jealous co-
workers and heartless bosses and  
how it affects the human psyche 
from working with the same people 
everyday. The play now runs at City 
Lights Theater in downtown San 
Jose. 
GianC..isi rlo G. Paquiz 
("Definitely 




 and caring 
Dobbit, who shows the audience 
some
 skin, and a newcomer to the 
Compound.  Compound is what the 
employees refer to as the 
company, 
since this is where the 
workers both 
live and work. The company
 is 
located in a 
desert  far away from 
their families. 
Jim Johnson ("Fun as Casper")
 
shines as the neurotic, jealous, old 
worker of Hanrahan, who is Dobbit 
adversary.  From the start he does 
everything  possible to make Dobbit 
feel uncomfortable
 and unwanted. 
Hanrahan had driven 
out his former 
co-worker and roommate
 and is the 
Compound's
 resident madman. 
Even with all their arguments a 
bondage begins to form between the 
two men. 
To add to 
their already unfriend-
ly relationship 
both men, are pulled 
apart 
by
 their boss Merkin, 
played  
by Stephen Klinder,
 a spineless creep 
who does anything to 
save himself. 
Merkin, jealous
 of Dobbit and 
Hanrahan's relationship, attempts to 
ruin their special bond. 
Although
 the play is titled a com-
edy there are a few  
dramatic  scenes 
where relationships
 and true feelings 
are brought to the
 surface. 
Set designer









gray throughout the background of 
the stage. 
"Below the Belt" runs
 through 
April 5th. The cost 
is
 $13.50 on 
Fridays and 
Saturdays
 and $12 on 
Thursdays and Sundays, and prices 
are half
 off
 with a teacher
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continued from page 1 
I lit- 
tcli
 ( .11111111kt was 
divided on 
what,  if any, comment to 
make 
on the Redesign 
report.  
"We
 did not have time 
to do a 
th ))))) ugh 

























 of tacit 





should not be foreclosure 
ii the 
Redesign  plan. 
There
 should 

















Always room for new ideas," said 
Steering Committee chair Kenneth 
Peter,. 
These proposals 
vary in the size 
and 
scope  of the changes they advo-
cate. 
For
 example. proposal from the 
school of journalism 
and mass com-
munication argues for the creation of 
a new College of Communication 
and An. This proposal
 has been sup-
ported by 
journalism
 students as well 
As leaders in the industry whom have 
launched a letter -writing
 campaign. 
'the journalism
 and mass 
commu-
nication
 plan essentially involves a 
reshuffling of existing 
academic  units. 
And while the new 
arrangement  may 
have  Merit, the 










Carroll,  associate professor of 
political 
science, And Del 
Coates,  professor 
industrial design.
 said the Redesign 
plan  essentially amounts to a 
cosmet-
ic change. Instead,  
they recommend a 
plan that 
would  either reorganize the
 
present collection of eight 
colleges  






 of colleges 
erects false,
 artificial and unnecessary 
boundaries," Carroll said. According 
to Carroll, a no -college system would 
foster cooperation and collaboration 
between like-minded
 programs And 
departments.
 Carroll is aware that 
many scoff
 at the idea of no colleges. 
"It would not be 
without  guid-
ance; it is 
not  laissc faire; it is not 
every man for 
himself," Carroll said, 
responding to critics who claim such 





open  hearings, members 
of the campus and community 
addressed the preliminary recommen-
dations of the Steering Committee as 
well as the final report
 of the 
Redesign Task Force. The Steering 
Committee has met three times  since
 
the opening hearings to discuss  possi-
ble
 changes
 in its preliminary recom-
mendations.
 
"We listened to everyone and it 
did trigger 
some






not  elaborate on which pro-





report will be passed on 
to the Academic Senate and issued to 
the campus
 by April 4. Both reports 
will eventually
 be passed to Provost 
Linda Bain and President Robert 
Caret who will ultimately decide to 





with  the community in order to 
(miller












relations advisor to 
seveial lot flier 
SIM.  presidents, 
..greed that the 
community
 relations 
fund  has had a 
Icing
 existence, but 
ctiilcl III/I recall any 
former  president 
using the money for 
club  membership 
.ii liii his, 
l he (community relations) fund 
II.1, i Misted for quite a while but the 
pit sidents I served under never 
bought anything like that," Noah said. 
iii set ve(f as public relations advis-





I lobert II. 
Rums





 and SJSU facul-
ty
 
member, said there have 
been fac-






"There has been 
underground 
grumblings (from the 
faculty) given 
that there are other needs," 
Whitlatch  
said. "Since he is using non
-state 
money, and wants to establish a good 
relationship with the community, and 
a country club helps fulfill that, we 
would be delighted.
 As long as he's 
able to use these things and 
deliver,
 it 
may not be a major (problem)." 
Both Gibson and Lori 
Stahl, an 
SJSU  spokeswoman, said 
the fund 










the presidential search and 
selection process. 
"The guarantee of helping 
whomever we chose as president with 
their housing was an important sell-
ing point for the university," Gibson 
said. "But, it is important to remem-
ber that the funds spent for the presi-
dent's
 home,
 for example, are not fed-
eral or grant funds. ... we wouldn't 
jeopardize this organization by doing 
something stupid like that." 
The community relations fund 
and housing investment funds are 
provided to Caret in addition to the 
$138,576 a year salary and the 
818,000 annual stipend he is given by 
the California State University system 
to cover housing expenses. 
Colleen Bentley
-Adler,  director of 
public affairs for the 
CSU, said that 
while each president's  salary
 amounts 
and housing stipends are different, 
they all are guaranteed the same extra 
state benefits or "perks." 
These perks include a state car, a 
$3,600
 a year entertainment 
allowance and retirement benefits 
under the state system. Bentley -Adler 
also stated that it was common for 
university foundations to provide 
additional funds for presidential use, 
but 
she
 did not know the specifics of 
each university arrangement. Caret 
has no formal contract with the CSU 
or SJSU, only personnel forms signed 
at the Chancellor's Office. 
According to Karen Young, inter-













Alt llt k 
4,1  never-
, 1..ling tiallic rains, and bumper to 
homper,
 rush houi traffic will have a 
tutu''
 to voice their 
opinions  today 
.it ffic 








for die SAII rancisco 
( loom, k., said this is a great way for 
c111/111% Auld StlitientS to do something 
liiithe
 never ending 
traffic  prob-
. in die Ray Area. 
day
 many commuters Are 
faced 
with  the difficulty of making it 
to work on time or school," Arthur 
said. "This open forum  will 
help to 
discuss the many ways we can come 
up with to eliminate those problems." 
Arthur added that about 10 percent 
of the people in the South Bay do not 




The forum is sponsored by The 
Mineta  Institute at SJSU, KRON-
TV, BayTV, KQED-FM
 Radio and 
the San Francisco Chronicle and will 
take place at the Morris Dailey 
Auditorium
 at 7 p.m. As part a Voice 
of the 
Voter program, organized by 
these media, the 
90 -minute discus-
sion seeks to bring citizens' concerns 
of 
traffic congestion to the attention 
of public officials. 
KRON-TV's Suzanne Shaw will 
he the moderator. Also there 
will  be 
five speakers;
 
Rod Diridon, executive 
director for
 The Mineta Institute; 
Carl Guardino, president of the Santa 




Alliance; Peter Cipolla, general man-
ager 
for the Valley Transportation 






















known as MPEG. 
This  is, linology, 
enabled through products made by 
Optibase,
 is dramatically
 changing the way 
business
 
operates  and 
the way individuals entertain 
themselves.
 
Our  digital video 
systems
 broadly








 No company serves the 
marketplace  using MPEG 






 has grown to be a 
dynamic
 privately -owned company with offices
 
around the 
globe. Constantly expanding, we are always 





corporate  office will he 
relocating  
to 
beautiful  San 
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customers  and 




build  the end 
applications  
that  use 
our  
prorbuts.  You will
 Ix.
 very close to the 
business 
of Optibase 
as you work 
with our 
sales 
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(really a computer arid network Jock) 
Reporting to the 
director of customer services, 
this position touches the entire 
backbone  of 
Optibase's business. Half of your time will be 
spent 
managing the hardware 










servers, anti telephone system. The other half 
allows you to work with our applications 
engineering 
group to build digital video 
applications using Opubase products, create a 
corporate





requires a minimum AS degree 
related to CS or EE. Knowledge of Microsoft 
Back Office products, SQL development, Win95 
to NT Server Network Domain configurations, 
ethernet networks, exchange server and visual 
basic
 is necessary. The desire to be an active 
part of a 
winning  team is essential! 
If you
 are  interested
 in the 
opportunity  to 
work with 
an outstanding









with  your 
credentials
 
by fax or 
email.  












and  the 
appropnate  job titles 










273 WEB SITE: uww.optibeee.com 
tive director for the Valley 
Transportation Agency. 
SJSU's The Mineta Institute stud-
ies traffic regulations and is 
one  of 
two programs that is offered on the 
West Coast, the 
other is offered at the 
University of California, Berkeley. 
SJSU is hosting 
the third Unlock the 
Gridlock forums, similar gatherings 
were
 held last 
fall
 in Burlingame and 
Walnut Creek. 
'topics discussed will include 
Santa Clara County's 
half -cent sales 
tax and what
 
happens if the court 
does not uphold it, mass transit as an 
alternative 





 urban planning. The last 
hour 
will  be reserved for open discus-
sion on a 
wide range of transportation 
alternatives and




Derress  ion 
is an illness -
not a weaknss. 
RE AT 
DEPRESSION 
http Avtvvi save orq 
presidents personnel agreements are 
based




contract  is negotiated 
differently," 
Young  said. "The CSU 
Board of Trustees
 approves each con-
tract aher it is negotiated at 
the univer-
sity
 level. ... The 
personnel  forms 
signed by the 
presidents  are in their 
files... it isn't something I can hand 
over."  
Stahl said Caret does not have a 
separate contract with the university. 
"He (Caret) reports directly to the 
CSU and Barry Munitz. There is no 
separate contract between the univer-





harassment against Roth, both of 
which were denied by the
 two people 
named on the flier. 
Roth  said he came before the 





election hut in an effort to clear his 
name. 
"I
 still feel my name has been 
trashed," Roth said. 
"I
 would like to 
have seen (the A.S. board) agree that 
the slander had 
an
 effect on the elec-
tion, but I 
stand by their decision. 
Politics is a dirty game." 
Batuhan said he kit the 
flier hurt 
his campaign as 
well.  
"I had people 
talk to me and say 'I 
didn't 
vote
 for you because of that 
reason' (the flier),  because they 
accused 
me. They'd say 'You're 
the 
only one who could have done it,"  
Batuhan
 
said.  "I just want to make it 
clear again 
that  I had nothing to 
do
 
with those fliers." 
While both 
candidates  agreed that 
the election was 
tarnished, the board 
ruled that there was
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Gift  will provide 
critical  
resourres  for 
teaching  and 
learning.  
SENIOR
 CLASS GIFT DONATION BOX





 CALL BRENDA AT 
#924-1136







































































which  it is 












 The motion demands
 that the 
department,
 "cease all 
discrimina-
tion against 
gay,  lesbian, and 
bisexu-
al students
 and should 
not  remain 
affiliated with 








that if the 
program 




terminated  as soon as it 
"would
 
not cause unacceptable retaliatory 
harm 
to the university." 
According  to Steering Committee 
Chair Kenneth Peter, under the pre-
sent system, a student who is sus-
pected to be homosexual could lose 
financial aid and would not be eligi-
ble to enter the military. 
"This policy violates the university's 
mission statement which is the highest 
measure of a program - above quality, 
above demand, above
 service to society, 
above everything eke," 
Peter said. 
 Dreier Fehely 
dence to justify an injunction or call 
for a new election. 
"The board obviously didn't feel 
that prejudiced enough students," 
A.S. Adviser Gary 
Barnett said. 
Tamisha Mouton, a student who 
wrote a letter and spoke before the 
board, said
 she
 did not feel the same 
way. 
In her letter she complained that 
while voting
 she stood next to a guy 
and his friend, only 
one  of whom was 
voting. The one not voting was wear-
ing a sticker saying "Batuhan 4 
President" and advised his friend on 
who to vote for. 
"I felt like I was wasting my time 
(voting)," she said. "I thought to 
myself 'Why should I even vote. -
She said she thought the 50 -foot
 
ban on campaigning around
 the 
polling place was violated by the stu-
dent wearing the sticker. The ban 
prohibits all campaign material 
with-
in 50 feet of election polls. 
'though the board discussed each 
letter, Mouton said they 
dismissed  
the issue too quickly. 
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The SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no cisim for products or 
services advertised 
below nor is 
there any guarantee impNed. The 
classified meanie of the Spartan 
Daly cornist of mid 
advertising 
and cawing' are not approved or 




STAFF/FACULTY:  700 
sq.  
ft. 1 bdrm. Queen
 Ann mansion 
totally
 restored.
 Murphy bed in 





Avail April 1. 418 S. 
3rd 
St. 



























































Apts. 576 S. 




SHARED HOUSING  
ROOM $290+ UM In 
quiet  home 
Safe
 area. Unfurn bdrm.  Share 
bath. No smoke/drugs. For: 
quiet.  














 Great cond. 
Must sell. Lv. msg 408695.4996. 
COMPUTERS  ETC.  
MAClici  Sys 7.5 8/540 Col 
Mon.
 









Classroom Computer Co. 
3549 
Haven  Ave. NH 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
Ph:  (800) 8005115 
FAX:  (415)306-1120 
STUDENT SPECIALS 
Mac SE & Classic 
MAC Ilsi, ci, cx 
POWER MACS 
5200, 6214. 6100 
MAC 
LC580 










 Modem Card, Color 
Screen,
 Windows 
95 and more. 
A 
must  see. 













Student  Programs 
Serving






































































 private & 
public 
sec 
tors. Call. 1 
800-263-6495
 exi 



















































MINOLTA IVF LIGHT METER 
lost near Joe West Hall. REWARD) 
If found 
call









is just a call 
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former 
college teacher) assists with 
research







Convenient Peninsula location. 
Dissertation/thesis specialist. 
Samples & references available. 
Chinese & other languages
 
spoken.
 Foreigners welcome! 
For free tips,
 tools and ideas on 
how to improve your 
writing,  
visit our user-friendly Webstte 
at http://www.aeI.pIus.com 
Regular email: acienetcom.com 
Call
 for free 
phone  consultation: 
(415) 525.0505...ask or Daniel. 


















 FOR HIRE 
Have your 




Specializing in candid and 
sports 
action photos. You 
keep the




























 style: Jazz. 
Blues,  Rock, 
Fusion,
 Funk, Reggae, Or 
Folk.  
















 (408)9788034.  
















please  call 
Dave 










Reading  and Writing 

























MI SCHOOL. OF MUSIC ill DANCE 
needs a NEW LOGO! Submit a 
two-color
 design
 to choral 
office. 
Music 262, by 3/26. Best design 
gets dinner for 2 & fame! 
SPORTS/THRILLS 
100% PURE ADRENALINE! 
There is nothing
 compared to 
the exhilaration 
experienced by 
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated 
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft. 











nt. Cheap Fares 
Everywhere! aihrtch@netcom.com 









Theses, term papers,  group 
projects, resumes. All formats 
including APA. Fax available. 

























 Group Projects,  








 24+ WS Exp. 
WP 









Word Processing & 
Editing 
Born Academic/Bus.
 Work Accepted 
Reports  Theses  MIA1URN3 
'Expert  In APA Format' 
WP 5.1/6.0 Laser Printer 
7 Days a Week 7:00am 900pm 
RELIABLE  i FAST ACCURATE. 
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science & English papers/theses 
our 
specialty. Laser printing. 
APA, Turabian and other formats. 
Resumes, 
editing, graphics 
and other services available on 






 or Virginia 
408.7510449.  
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?? 
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term  
papers,  thesis,  resumes, group 
projects. etc. Have a 
typewriter  
to 
complete  your applications for 
med/lErw school, etc. WIN transcribe 
your taped interviews 
or
 research 
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public. 
Call Anna at 9724992.
 







Your  own probe or disposable. 
335 S. Baysted Ave. San Jose 
247-7486. 
MEN & WOMEN 




chemicals.  Let us perma-
nently 
remove  your unwanted
 hair. 
Back Chest 
Lip  Bikini  Chin - 







1/2 price if made before 6/1/97. 
Hair Today























CHILI'S BAR & GRILL in search 










apply  in 
person 
Monday  through Thursday, 
between 2pm-4pm. 2980 Stevens 
Creek Blvd San Jose No Calls. 
WAREHOUSE POSITION 
Golden State T's, a leading 
sportswear distributor, seeks a 
Warehouse Team Player. Position
 
available immediately. 
 Pull orders 
 Stock
 inventory 
 Unload trucks 
 Assist will-call customers 
 Work 20 or more  hrs/wk 
 Monday -Friday 




 a company that truly 
appreciates its
 staff. Apply in 
person 
between  8am & 5:30pm
 
Golden State T's 
2110 Zenker Road 
San Jose, CA 95131 
At the corner of Cheroot and 
/tinker  n the 
back  row of
 buikings 
AMTRAK  PERSON NEEDED to post 




CUSTOMER SERVICE, close to SJSU 
in
 busy office.  Assist in warehouse. 
Exp. needed. Call Lisa 2751784. 
INSURANCE CO. Looking
 for help 
with 




 hrs/week, S9/ 
hour. 
Contact  Kelly at 4532130. 
PRIMARY PLUS 
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL 
Teachers/Ades 
FT/PT 
ECE or Experience Preferred. 
EOE. Call 3700357.  
SERVICE REPS NEEDED to 





Excellent DMV & good people 
skills  required. 6 a.m. 10 a.m. or 
10 
a.m. 2p.m. weekends as 




246-9422  after 12:00 p.m 
YMCA SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBE 
If you like the outdoors,  like 
working with children & teens. & 
have special 
skills  in camping. 
games, crafts, sports or drama,  
consider a Summer Job at the YMCA! 
Positions Avellable: 
 DIRECTORS 





 call your local Y for 
more  




(Santos° & Santa Clara) 
*Southwest
 YMCA 3701877 
(LosGatos.  
Saratoga)  
*Northwest YMCA - 257-7160 
(Cupertino,  Santa Clara, Sunnyvale) 
*Sari Valley YMCA -2269622 





Ait. Madoma YMCA -7790208  
(Morgan
 Hill) 
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK 
at remodeled "4th & Santa Clara 
Chevron". Full or Part
-Time 
available









currently interviewing for 
retail sales positions for
 our new 
El Paseo
 de Saratoga store, opening 
in March. Benefits include medical,
 
dental,
 401(k), vision, vacation. 
sick, 
discounts.
 & promotional 
opportunities.
 To apply, visit our
 
Camden  Park store (2035 Camden 
Avenue in San Jose) or our Los 
Gatos store 
(7984 Blossom Hill 
Road). We 
encourage  applications 






Elem sch. age 





 MF durig re soh pr. 
F/T during summer camp
 program. 
Excellent 
salary.  no ECE req. Los 
GatosSara. 
Recreation.
 Call Janet 
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail. 
scftool year'?
 Cal for summer employ 
life guards 8, camp leaders). 
PART TIME 
POSMONS
  $9/HR. 
2 3 week project EASY WORK. 
(408) 848-1023.
 Ask for Mike. 
DATA 
ENTRY  Type 45 wpm. Good 
computer skills. Day, evening, 
weekend hours
 available. Flexible 
schedule. Human resources 
experience a plus. $7 $13 per 
hour. Fax resume to 9844873. 
GREATER Opportunities  Program 
positions: Management. Direct 
Care, Support Specialist,
 Paid 
Roommate, & More! Flexible hours, 




facturer looking for talented sates 
reps.
 $10/hr







A JOB INITH A MUNN 










 Pay Incentives 
 Monthly Bonuses 
Competrtrve  Wages 
Grouprate  








PHONE: 924-3277 Fax: 924-3282 
YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS 
and TEACHERS for school -age 
and preschool child care. 
Full  





related units. For more info: 
call Mary 0 2983888. 
SANDWICH MAKERS $7.00 HR. 
Mort. fru Fn. 10am-2pm. Sourdough 
Eatery. 848 N. First. St. SarUose. 




Great for Students. 
F/T or P/T. All shifts. 





4082865880. 5550 Media) Axe. 
Between San Cabs art Patinoor. 
behind to Cad 
anti
 Party Store. St 
HANDS-ON  EXPERIENCED 
PC 8 MAC TECHNICIANS 
'To
 load & configure applications, 
Windows 95 8, NT Windows. 
Troubleshoot hardware software 
& networks. 
Good communication
 skills to 
interface customers. 
 20 hrs/wk school year 
40 
hrs/wk other  $13.75/hr. 
 If qualified,  get resume to 
(Pick
 Sift) 




FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR 
FT & PT positions avail,  in 
busy  
whole foods restaurant. All 
shifts
 
avail, flex hours. $7.50$8.00/hr. 
to start. Must be 18+ 
yrs. Ask for 
Wendy or Julia: 7339446. 
SECURITY 
F/T & P/T Will Train 
Day, Swing & Grave Shifts 
Permanent & Short Term jobs 





 high quality. 
lic.
 drop-in
 play center for 2-12 yr 
olds.
 Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex 
days/eves/wkends. Team 
teach 
environment. Benefits wail. Amy in 
person at KldsPark: 





 Near Valley Fair, 985-2599 
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. Si. 
 At the HUB, 510-7929997 
39102 Argonaut Way. Fremont 
 NEW Westgate Mall 





No experience necessary. Will 
Train!  Managers earn $4000/mo 
base+ com. Corp seeks energetic 




 PT/FT. We 
sell discount subcriptions  to Bay 
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. 
Flexible hrs,
 9am-9pm. Downtown 
near lightrail 4 blocks from 
SJSU. 
Hourly SS plus bonus. Media 
Promotions 4940200. 
BICYCLE MESSENGER 
Part time, Flexible Hours. 
Great for Students! 
Serving Downtown Santos°. 
Inner City Express. 
22W. Saint 
John St. San Jose. 




 in the 
CAREER CENTER'S JOB BANK 
Visit us in BC 13 to get access 
DAILY 
CLASSIFIED-  LOCAL RATES 
FOR NATIONAL
 / AGFAT v 



















































 increases by $I per day 
Fist line 125  spaces; set in bold 
for no etre charge 
Up
 to 5 additional words 



















City 6 Sou 
Zip co* 
Send check






San Jose, CA 
95192-0149  
 Classified desk is located
 in Dwight Bente Hall, 
Room
 209 
 Deadline 10 00 a m
 
two 
weekdays before pubhcation 
 All ads are prepaid  No refunds
 on cancelled ads 
II Rates for consecutrve publications dates only 
 QUESTIONS?
 CALL (406)924-3277 





































 Special student rates 
available  for these classifications. 
$5.00  for 
a3
 line ad for 3 days. Ads
 must be placed in person 
In 
DBH209, between 10am 
and 2pm. Student ID required 
**Lost & Found ads
 are
 offered free, 3 lines




Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr
 in tips. 
Deliver from 
best St restaurants. 
Flexible hours. Great for 
Students!  
Need  own car. 
Call Dine IN 
@998.3463
 now. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. 
Students needed in the immediate 
area Regime/part-time  
openings.  






mailing our circulars. Begin now. 
For
 info call 301-429-1326. 
 'IMMEDIATE OPENINGS  
 Receptionist, Office Clerk 
 Sales, Customer Support
 




Call 408/942-8866 or 
Fax to 408/942-8260 
Electronix
 Staffing Services.E0E 
1778
 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
 
Hwy 680 exd Landess Ave. turn 
left at Clear Lake Ave. 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYINENT 
Fishing Industry. Learn how 
students can 
make
 up to $2.850/ 
mo. + benefits (room & 
board).  
Call Alaska Information Services:
 
1-800207.5365
 ext. A60418. 
it EARN EXTRA CASH $ 
up to $120/week! 
Become a Sperm 
Donor.  
Healthy males, 1934 years old. 
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty 
Contact California Cryobank 
415-324-1900,
 M -F, 8-5pm. 
   POSTAL JOBS    




Seeking  teachers  and subs 
for 
our school age day care program. 
We can work around your 
school
 
schedule. Early morning 
or after-
noon 
positions  available. F/T 
employment
 available during 
summer break. This is a great job 
to gain experience. Units in ECE. 
Rec, Psych, Soc. or Ed required. 
CALL: 408.3793200  x21. 
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY 
seeking customer service repre-
sentatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary 
+ bonus. Will train. Call David 
H. 
to 408441-8600. 
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED 
for egg donation. Desperate Asian 
couples need 
your  help to 
conceive.
 
Can you help? Ages 21-29,  
non-smoker, 
healthy  & responsible. 
$3,000 stipend at experses paid 
Other eftricities also needed. Reese 
call
 WWFC 1-510.820.9495. 
Certain  
advertisements  In 




numbers or addr   for 
additional information. 
Classified readers should be 
reninded that, when making 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete 
information before sending 
money for goods or services. 
In 
addition,  readers should 
carefully  Investigate all ?inns 
offedrig



















 PUZZLE SOLVED 
fiction 
9 Obese 





16 "Do --- others" 
17 Hawaiian 
feasts 
18 Wind indicator 
19 Upright 
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 white  




folks should have their 
own professional bas-
ketball 
league.  Call it the 





Every game would be 
played outdoors on a hall 
court surface with an 
incline under the basket 
that would let the white 
finks relive the days of shooting 
hoops in their suburban
 driveways 
The rims would be low
 enough to 
allow them to dunk at will, and
 the 
game would end when the street-
lights came on. 
Now, there's A man in t trIlege 
basketball named Keith Van 
The 6-kxn- 10 three -time 
Western 
Athletic Conference player of the 
year for the Utah Utes shatters the 
"clumsy -white -boy" stereotype much 
like future NBA ILA of lamer Larry 
Bird did in the late 70s. 
Don't misunderstand Inc. I don't 
think whites are athletically inferior 




Its Mtki Traplutgen 
not  born with A 
dark enough skin 
tone. Many of 
them just do not 








ities in the world 







months  and years 
if
 daily competition. 
This is why someone 
like 
Van Horn, who 
tomes
 from a 
white  sub-
urban
 city like Diamond 




 is a self-made 
player
 that's worked 
hard to get 
to where he 
is now," said 




ference at the San Jose Arena. "I tell 
the young kids who come in here to 
understand that Keith really tinder-. 
stands the game and works hard to 
understand  it even more,  lie always 
Sits Al the front of the room for 
films, he's 
the  first one out to prac-
tice 
... and his coachability quotient 




"Keith has stuck with basketball 
because of the game itself. He's not 
in it for the parties or the press clip-
pings -- that's 
not why Keith plays. 
lie plays because 
























Sold  Out 
of basketball. 
Drive around any predominately 
white suburban neighborhood and 
count the number of 
basketball  
hoops you See hanging
 in driveways. 
Many of tIwto are lefi 
vacant to rust, 
while others Are used  primarily by 
one person
 who is only improving 
their shooting ability, not their over-
all game. It's difficult to improve 
your
 basketball skills when there 
aren't others Annind to push you or 
to help you become A team 
player.  
In these same suburban neighbor-




 see any 




youngsters  to go play on 
the school yard when there's A 
hoop
 








while inner city neigblionhoods are 
the complete 
opposite.  
It is impossible for someone to 
find a basketball hoop to use 
by
 
themselves anywhere in an urban 
neighborhood.  If you 
want to play 
basketball in the innrr
 
niry,  you bet-
ter be prepared to get tni court ,ind 
try tun to get too embarrassed by 
s lllll cone who is bin II younger and 
bet let r kin you are. 
Many kids 
in the inner city 
rn 





that  he has had to 
"inject toughness 
into his players" 
because he admits 
that they don't 
come from the 
same environ-
ments as kids 
from the inner 
ci y. Van Horn said 
playing under 
Majerus has improved 
Iris 
game  immensely. 
"When I was a young 
kid in high 
school, I 
was a wiry athletic
 guy, but 
I didn't really
 understand the game," 
Van I 
horn
 said. "Coach Majents 
emphasized
 knowing fundamentals 
ill prilllIce. Ile gave nle A101 of 
understanding and 
knowledge of the 
game. In terms 
of basketball, Uni 
going to leave (Utah) knowing 
A 
great deal more about the
 game than 
when I CAtne here." 
Van !lour and
 the Utes will face 
Stanford today
 in the West Regional 
Semifinals 
of
 the bit :AA 
Tournament at San Jose 
Arena.  Ile 
will show
 a national television Audi 
ence why he has been 
slotted AS a 
up three pick in 
this year's NBA 
draft. 
As lie drives to the basket for A 
thunderous dunk or 
strays  away 
from
 the basket and nails long-range 
shots with 
ease,  don't give him credit 
ffir being an exceptional
 white bas-
ketball player 
(nye  him credit for 
working







































































 in N. Calif. 







Thursday, March 20, 1997 






 Heather Klein partakes in 
groundstroke
 drills in preparation for today's match at St 














 No. 1 SJSU 
women's tennis
 fan, 
consumes  a Slurpee as hleather Klein takes a breather 
during
 the heat -
intensive Wednesday practice. 'This is perfect playing weather, not too 
hot or cold or windy," 




















 Clash will kick 
off its 
second  Major 
League  Soccer 
season
 
Saturday  At 5 p.m 
when it host the 
MetroStars Al 
SpArlAll  StAdillt11. 
In a historic first 
season,  San Jose 
hosted the first 
ever  MI -S game and 
broke  the city's 




event  when I  
soccer 
lAnS Watt hell 
thr  Clash win its
 first. 
ever playoff game 
against  eventual 
Western
 Conference 




Bak  her 
said 
he enjoyed playing








 from the Bay 
Area.  BAK her 
played prep
 soccer at 
Homestead  
High 







"Anytime  you 
play pro 
sports,  it's 
like
 a dream to 




Bait her said. 
Hatcher 
said
 the Clash 
will try to 
excite the 
fans
 with its new















player  that 
will 
Allow them to attack the net 
more.  
"This new system will 
give us an 
extra 
attacker and hopefully we'll
 
score 
more goals," Baicher said. 
Coach Laurie Calloway 
developed  
the new 
style of play to take advan-
tage of the 
Clash's abundance of 
attackers.  It will also 
leave
 the Clash 
playing with one
 less defender. 
"Some teams may look At 
this 
(new system)
 and think we are weak
 
defensively,  but they're going to have 
to outwore us to win," Baicher said. 
The 
new  system is not the only 
change for the Clash this year. The 
team made an important 
off-season  
trade that sent 
tnrward  Paul Bravo to 
the Colorado 
Rapids
 in exchange for 
midfielder I hms in ic K innear. Ban her 
feels the trade will 
improve the !CAM. 
"It's
 A tough 
question  bet dine 
good friends with Paul," 
Baicher  said. 
A 
defensive  midfielder is one 
thing we lacked 
last year. We needed 
A general 
On the field WII0 lOilld 
Slow  
down play when we needed to. 
Dominic  will be a big help." 
The 
Clash will need all
 the help 
they can 
get  Al the start 
of
 the season. 
Eric 
Wynalda,
 one of the :lash's 
best 
players, will be 
with  the Linked States 
National Team for 




 you lose A player like 
Eric, you're 













hue Styling SAM. 






 I us,. 
students





124 Blossom Hill 
Road  Suite J 
Next












have the personnel to do just that. 
Along with having played in the MLS 
playoffs  last year, the Clash 
have
 a lot 
of experience playing in big games. 
"If you look at who's on the field, 
we have a lot of experienced players." 
hatcher said. "We 
have a lot of play 
en who have played in games
 like the 
World 
Cup."  
The Clash will also have an advan 




 with one another 
During the off season, the 
Clash  took 
I.3 -day tour of China that, in 
part. 
WAS to help the
 team bond. hatcher 
feels that because 
this is its second 
year 
together, the team will gel earlier 
in the season. 
"Whenever 
you have a new tearn 
they're not always
 going to be in 
sync,"  !inciter said. "Last year we 
were basic-ally thrown together 
and  
we had
 a game three weeks later." 
The Clash is hoping that its 
veter 
an leadership and new 
attacking
 sys 
rem will provide an exciting
 blend of 
soc-ter
 fin the fans 
this
 year 
"We have A lot /)1 leadership
 On 
this team. 
We mu have toi be able to 
play together," Hatcher 
said. "The 
fans are going to Ise excited 
about  this 
new 
system because we're goring to 













(A/TC/  It'll t 




























































UPCOMING  EVENTS 
TODAY 
 NCAA West 
Regionals 
Stanford
 v. Utah 
4:40 p.m., San Jose Arena 
Kentucky
 v St Joseph's 
25 
minutes
 after first game
 
 Men's tennis v. Foothill
 College 
1:30 p.m.,
 Spartan Courts 
 Women's tennis at Saint Mary's 










at Sacramento State 
 Baseball at San
 Diego
 State 










 Baseball at San Diego State 
 Women's water polo 
at Pomona-Pitzer 
Tourney  
 NCAA West Regional Final 
WANTED 
ASTHMA
 AND ALLERGY 
SUFFERERS  
If you are healthy, 
non-smoking and between the 
ages 
4-65, you may qualify to 
participate




a.sthma or allergy 
medication.  
You 
will  receive financial
 
compensation for your time 
and effort. Qualified 




Allergy & Asthma 
Associates of Santa Clara 
Valley, Inc. Research 
Center 
4155 klesepoli 




&1S(' I lillel 
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II. 
1997
 
5 
Hie  
(408) 
225-2440  
